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Finds recess here. Amqng the mounds of
ash on ash, near the greediness
of flame,'no more than a hand's
breadth parts a man from'man. The
Refuse of the town's deliberate waste
consumes, as death consumes, a
difference. Discarded time-sheets,
totalling a life, boxes, gim-cracks,
Broken bottles, productive life producing
death, now in destruction's light
forgive nothing but machines that
cannot speak; never forgive the man.
Never forget that effort's precedence
was spent negotiating loans, while
time declared a mortgage on delight.
Only the demi-world relates the
Meaning of the underground. Here, security's
restraint burns high, as night descends,
and sulphur glows, and the rats come
out. Below heaped ridges of reject,
The river bends its black reflective stare.
Inside the shacks along its edge,
lovers are mating. Under the iron
bridge, even frustration's agonies
Rejoice, as overhead the flames leap
up, terrible and beautiful, from
refuse spreading a last defense
against the menacing midnight sky.

THE

DEPARTURE

As we find places in the crowded
bus, curiosity, like a vine,
clings to my companion's
uniform. The bus debouches
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From the suburb where the lengthening
loneliness of afternoon pales
like the hands of an invalid.
There is nothing left for us'
To say, or perhaps too much, as we
sit here, silently aware that
words dare not disturb the
high, damned power of our

'.

Thoughts' distress. It is not
true that victory is achieved
by silence alone, but silence
is a surgeon's instrument. As
We perform again the public ritual
of 'indiffere~ce, the exemplary
bus fulfills its code's precaution,
lurching past green lights,
Pausi,ng on red. Like broken glass,
the final stop before the railroad
terminus, lets in'the air, shatters
complacency as we alight. Inside,
The vast and marble wilderness, a whirl
of Dore faces lessen~ ou~ own
unhappiness, as when a 'region of
disaster becomes the property of
~All.

Engines straining toward a possible
dea~ caulk no departures that have
become farewells. Yet farewell is
foolish as this ceiling's senseless

Height, except that al~ that.vacant space
acc<?mmodates our misery. And none
may weep, admit the hazard, the fact
accomplished of~their abject history.
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PHILADELPHIA

The latge car swerves into the
river drive, luxurious as
Paris, content as the muscular;
anq. obvious in understatement,
Flounces its silk and decisive speed.
The far shore's lamps mark out
the river's table-land. Bridges
approach and"recede. From the
Road's dark opposite, the lightS of
other cars flower like rockets,
leaving only an ash of sound
behind. Like sheet on ironing
Board, our headlights shape to the
~ighway, and pontifically confer
direction on each bend and curve.
Caressed and wave-like, the road
Rises and is invited, flows, then
ebbs and is absorbed. "Inside
the car, the meticulous lights
convince with bright and minute
Competence. The seats surrender to
contact like a cat; warmth and
talcum are the guardian angels
of the interior. The radio purrs
Vague music; and the spark ot news
enumer~tes only enemy casualties.
Here, every movement is a sunday,
comfortable, lazy, and overfed.
As brain and consciousness contract

within the snailshell of the car's
security. Temporal and extravagant
as funeral flowers, the atmosphere
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Creates a costly holiday.. The passengers
aware th3;t wish is comatose, delay
decisions, dwell on the past, and
ghost-like, haunt their recent premises.
'The familiar deceives them into being
, less than they desire, as mind and ~
motor casually secure a fragment of
the future. Adequate as ease, our
. Poise of confidence welcomes the great
onrushing dark; ourminds accept
the consequence of change, drugged
now, and hastening toward hom~.

ME'RCERSBURGACADEMY:

1942

for Bruno Palmer-Poroner

Below the windo~ where I watch,
the lamps still polk-a-dot
the 'campus, though lights at
intersections scarcely dear
The darkness where the curved paths
meet. In the secluded valley
of the Cumberland, the autumn
.night still breathes the
Sensuous scents of summer. Yet
the air holds hints and
pr~111ise, like the anonymous
pleasures of a Halloween.
Inside the room, the young master
bends above his books. The
lamp casts more 'than a spectral
imprint on the wall, sinks
"
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